Fiber-mosaic adenovirus as a novel approach to design genetically modified adenoviral vectors.
Genetic modification of the adenovirus (Ad) capsid is one of the successful strategies to achieve viral retargeting. However, it has been widely recognized that structural constraints imposed by viral proteins limit the number and nature of incorporated targeting ligands and often hamper viral propagation. To address this issue, we propose a genetic fiber-mosaic virus (having two distinct fibers in one viral particle) as a means to facilitate fiber modifications. Fiber-mosaic virus having tandem fibers: a wild type (wt) fiber and second adjunctive fiber, will utilize natural viral entry for the conventional propagation of the vectors whereas, adjunctive fiber will serve multiple potential purposes such as targeting, purification, or imaging of viral particles via genetic incorporation of the corresponding functional moieties. We generated the mosaic adenovirus vector encoding two fibers: wild-type and adjunctive fiber--Fiber-Fibritin (FF) and confirmed incorporation of FF in the mosaic viral particles. We investigated binding specificity of the mosaic virus and the possible interference of the two fibers during virus life cycle. Fiber-mosaic Ad attained new binding properties provided by the second fiber, while preserving the binding ability attributed to the wt fiber. Our results suggest that the two fibers being presented and structurally separated on the viral particle may also function separately as binding counterparts for virus attachment. Therefore, the mosaic setting will allow more flexibility in Ad retargeting approaches.